The piano is an instrument extensively used in classical, jazz, and pop music since its broad pitch range and ample dynamic levels allow the instrument to become self-contained and versatile for various kinds of music. We conducted listening tests to compare the effects of pitch and dynamics on the emotional characteristics of isolated one-second piano sounds. Listeners compared the sounds pairwise over ten emotion categories. The results showed that all ten emotional categories were significantly affected by pitch and nine of them by dynamics. In particular, the emotional characteristics Happy, Romantic, Comic, Calm, Mysterious, and Shy generally increased with pitch but sometimes decreased at the highest pitches. The characteristics Heroic, Angry, and Sad generally decreased with pitch. Scary was strong in the extreme low and high registers. In terms of dynamics, the results showed that the characteristics Heroic, Comic, Angry, and Scary were stronger for loud notes, while Romantic, Calm, Mysterious, Shy, and Sad were stronger for soft notes. Surprisingly, Happy was not affected by dynamics. These results help quantify the emotional characteristics of piano sounds.
INTRODUCTION
Previous research has shown that both sustained and nonsustained instrument sounds have strong emotional characteristics. For example, the trumpet, clarinet, and violin were found to be sounding relatively happy compared to other sustained instruments, even in isolated sounds apart from musical context, while the horn sounded relatively sad [1] [2] [3] . The sounds of the marimba and xylophone were relatively happier compared to other non-sustained instruments, while the sounds of the harp and guitar sounded relatively sad [4, 5] .
Most previous work has only studied single mid-range pitches of instrument, where loudness was equalized to allow consistent comparison. We were curious about the effects of pitch and dynamics in isolated sounds on the emotional characteristics of the piano. Based on this, a number of interesting general questions arise: Which emotional characteristics tend to increase or decrease with increasing pitch, and which are strongest in the mid-register? Which emotional characteristics are stronger for loud or soft notes? Are there any emotional characteristics that change dramatically with pitch or with dynamics, or are relatively unaffected?
We formulated the current study to systematically compare the emotional characteristics of piano notes at different pitches and dynamic levels. The study includes representative pitches ranging from the lowest to the highest octave.
The dynamic levels included loud, medium, and soft (forte, mezzo, and piano). All sounds were isolated with a duration of one second. They were compared pairwise over ten emotional categories: Happy, Heroic, Romantic, Comic, Calm, Mysterious, Shy, Angry, Scary, and Sad.
This work provides a basic overview of the emotional characteristics of the piano across the different octaves at different dynamics. This research can suggest possible ideas to recording engineers, composers, and pianists in manipulating the emotional characteristics of the instrument in live performances and recordings.
BACKGROUND
Previous research has investigated emotion recognition in music, especially addressing melody [6] , harmony [7, 8] , rhythm [9, 10] , lyrics [11] , and localization cues [12] . Similarly, researchers have found timbre to be useful in a number of applications such as automatic music genre classification [13] , automatic song segmentation [14] , and song similarity computation [14] .
Researchers have considered music emotion and timbre together in a number of studies, and we give an overview below. We also review previous research on the timbre of the piano as well as the effects of pitch and dynamics in musical excerpts.
Music Emotion and Timbre
Timbre was found to be an important factor in music emotion in the study of Scherer and Oshinsky [15] . They investigated the relationship between emotional attributes and synthetic sounds by manipulating different acoustic parameters such as amplitude, pitch, envelope, and filter cutoff. Further studies of Peretz et al. [16] , Krumhansl [17] , and Filipic et al. [18] also confirmed that listeners could already discriminate emotions or even identify the artist by using very short musical excerpts as short as 0.25 s. The sounds were so short that factors such as rhythm, melody, and chord progression were largely excluded.
In these and other studies on music emotion, there are two main models for emotion measurement: categorical and dimensional [19] . The categorical model allows listeners to pick emotional words or categories of emotion, while the dimensional model uses numerical ratings of one or more dimensions. Another consideration is whether to study the expressed emotion of the sound (sometimes called perceived emotion) or the experienced emotion of the listener (sometimes called induced or felt emotion). Different studies have used different terms and shades of meaning.
Hevner's early work [20] pioneered the use of the categorical model in music and emotion research. She divided 66 adjectives into 8 groups where adjectives in the same group were related and compatible, measuring tonality, harmony, rhythm, and melody. The work of Hailstone et al. [21] and Baume [22] were also prominent examples of using emotional categories for studying the effect of timbral features and music emotion. The emotional categories used by Scherer and Oshinsky [15] were Anger, Fear, Boredom, Surprise, Happiness, Sadness, and Disgust, and other studies followed their example [23, 21, 17] . In order to determine the best categories to describe emotion, Zentner et al. [24] conducted a series of experiments to compile a list of musically-relevant emotional terms.
Perhaps the most common dimensional model used is the Valence-Arousal plane proposed by Russell [25] , but others have also been considered [26] . In the work of Bigand et al. [27] , the analysis of emotion ratings of musical excerpts with multidimensional scaling showed that a 3D space provided a good fit with Arousal and Valence as the primary dimensions.
Categorical or dimension models both have important uses and applications. Eerola and Vuoskoski [28, 29] compared categorical and dimensional models and observed a high correspondence between the categorical and dimensional results. They also found that the three dimensions Valence, Energy, and Tension could be reduced to the two dimensions Valence and Arousal without significantly reducing the goodness of fit.
To further investigate the relationship between instrument timbre and emotion, Eerola et al. [30] studied the correlation of perceived emotion with temporal and spectral sound features. They asked listeners to rate the perceived affect qualities of one-second instrument tones using five dimensions: Valence, Energy, Tension, Preference, and Intensity. Orchestral and some exotic instruments were included in their collection, pitched at E 4, at both loud and medium-loud dynamic levels but equalized for loudness to focus attention on spectral differences. They correlated the ratings with acoustic features such as attack time and brightness and found strong correlations between these acoustic features and the emotion dimensions Valence and Arousal.
In a study closely related to the current paper, Wu et al. [3, 1, 2, 31] compared the emotional characteristics of sustaining instruments. Like Ellermeier [32] , they used a BradleyTerry-Luce (BTL) model to rank paired comparisons of eight sounds from eight wind and bowed string instruments such as the trumpet, flute, and bowed violin. Eight emotional categories for expressed emotion were tested including Happy, Sad, Heroic, Scary, Comic, Shy, Joyful, and Depressed. The results showed distinctive emotional characteristics for each instrument. The timbral features spectral centroid and even/odd harmonic ratio were significantly correlated with the emotional characteristics for these sustaining instruments.
And most related to the current paper, in our recent study of non-sustained instrument sounds [4, 5] , using the same methodology and emotional categories as Wu [31, [1] [2] [3] , we tested several musical instruments: plucked violin, guitar, harp, marimba, xylophone, vibraphone, piano, and harpsichord. The results showed that decay slope and the density of significant harmonics were significantly correlated for these non-sustaining instruments. Among the eight instruments, the piano was often ranked in the middle, indicating neutral emotional characteristics relative to the other seven instruments. This was somewhat surprising since the piano has the widest repertoire among all instruments in classical, jazz, and pop music with abundant transcriptions also written for the piano. Table 1 summarizes the literature on music emotion and timbre. It shows whether a categorical or dimensional model was used, as well as the particular emotional categories or dimensions. It also shows whether the study considered the expressed or perceived emotion of the sound, or the experienced emotion of the listener (felt or induced emotion), or mood in general [33] . The types of stimuli are also included (i.e., whether single tones or musical excerpts). Finally, the type of user input is listed (whether a rating of individual sounds, comparison of paired sounds, or selection from a group of options).
The Piano
Researchers have studied emotional responses to piano music in a number of studies. Somewhat related to this study, Wapnick [36] assessed preferences for pitch, tempo, and timbre in solo piano excerpts. Fast tempo and bright timbre were preferred, but there was no preference for pitch. More generally, Nair et al. [37] identified the emotional difference when listening to mechanical and expressive piano playing. They observed different brain activation for different versions of the same piece of piano music.
The timbre of the piano has been investigated in many studies, though without consideration of emotional characteristics. Guevara and Wakefield [38] investigated the dynamics and articulation of the piano using modal distribution. Yuen and Horner [39] used sampling of the inharmonic attack to improve realism together with wavetable synthesis for the simpler decay. Lee and Horner [40] clustered groups of harmonics with similar frequency deviations in the same wavetable in a wavetable synthesis model with disjoint sets of harmonics. Piano sounds were successfully synthesized with perceptual modeling by Hamadicharef and Ifeachor [41] , using analysis, filtering, and quality assessment. Cella [42] separated recorded piano sounds into harmonic and noise components. To more efficiently describe the timbre of the piano, Bernays and Traube [43] obtained a four-dimensional space of common piano timbre descriptors derived from professional pianists' suggestions. So, while several studies have considered the timbre of the piano across its pitch and dynamic range [36, [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] , no studies have measured the changes in emotional characteristics of piano sounds across its pitch and dynamic range to our knowledge.
Pitch and Dynamics
Several researchers have considered the effects of different pitch and dynamics on musical excerpts. Kamenetsky et al. [44] investigated the effects of tempo and dynamics on the perception of four MIDI musical excerpts. One version had static tempo and dynamics, another varying tempos, another varying dynamics, and the last varying tempos and dynamics. Participants then rated each excerpt on a sevenpoint scale for likeability and emotional expressiveness. While tempo was found to have no effect on the ratings, variations in dynamics were found to result in higher ratings for both measurements.
Krumhansl [45] investigated changes in emotion for subjects listening to three-minute musical excerpts and found that large variations in dynamics and pitch resulted in significantly higher ratings for the category Fear. Work by Huron et al. [46] into the perception of sine tone and MIDI synthesized piano melodies found that higher-pitched melodies were considered more submissive than lowerpitched melodies. Kosta et al. [47] ran comprehensive experiments on the meanings of dynamic markings in piano pieces.
So, while there have been a variety of studies that have considered the effects of pitch and dynamics and other musical features such as tempo on listener preferences for musical excerpts, there is no study on the effects of pitch and dynamics on the emotional characteristics of individual piano sounds. The closest is the work by Eerola et al. [30] already mentioned in Sec. 1.1, where they considered multiple dynamic levels (loud and medium-loud) in their study of music emotion and timbre, where the loudness of the tones had been equalized so as to determine the effects of timbre alone. But, all tones were pitched at E 4 in the study.
EXPERIMENT
We conducted listening tests to compare the effect of pitch and dynamics on the emotional characteristics of piano sounds. For this investigation, we used short sounds isolated from musical context in order to isolate the effects of pitch and dynamics. We also correlated the emotion ratings with several pitch, dynamic, and spectral features in order to better understand how they are related.
Test Materials 2.1.1 Stimuli
The stimuli used in the listening tests were sounds from a grand piano with different combinations of dynamics and pitch. All sounds were from the RWC Music Database [48] . The sounds were played by the same pianist on a Steinway grand piano (Piano #3, "Normal": 013PFNOF, 013PFNOM, 013PFNOP).
Three different levels of dynamics were used: forte, mezzo, and piano, with forte being the loudest, piano the softest, and mezzo in between. We have listened to all the selected pitches and dynamics and confirmed that the original expression of dynamics by the pianist were consistent and reasonable across different pitches and across different dynamic levels, so the amplitude of the samples was not further adjusted.
To avoid the effect of pitch intervals other than the octave influencing emotional characteristics, we chose only the C pitches of the piano (C1-C8), with C1 the lowest and C8 the highest (as shown in Fig. 1 ). All sounds were recorded and sampled at 44,100 Hz with 16-bit resolution and played back using the D/A converter with 24-bit resolution at the original sampling rate.
Any silence before the onset of each sound was removed. The sound durations were then truncated to 1.0 second using a 30 ms linear fade-out before the end of each sound. In all cases, the fade-outs sounded like a natural damping or release of the sound.
We chose 1 s as the duration as it was long enough to allow listeners to hear a representative portion of the decay but not too long or else the overall length of the listening test would become too long. In our previous study [5] , we found that emotional characteristics were clear for very short sounds of 0.25 s duration, but only for mid-register pitches. To allow listeners to hear the details of the attack and early decay well for the lowest pitches, we could not use a duration too short, and 1 s tones were the best compromise in length. We felt that listeners would judge 1 s or 2 s sounds (or longer) with similar results. 
Emotional Categories
The subjects compared the stimuli in terms of 10 emotional categories: Happy, Heroic, Romantic, Comic, Calm, Mysterious, Shy, Angry, Scary, and Sad. Some choices of emotional characteristics are fairly universal and occur in many previous studies as shown in Table 1 (e.g., Happy, Sad, Scary/Fear/Calm, Tender/Calm/Romantic), roughly corresponding to the four quadrants of the ValenceArousal plane, but there are lots of variations beyond that [19] .
We selected these 10 categories because composers often use these terms in tempo and expression markings in their scores (e.g., mysteriously, shyly, etc.). We chose to use simple English emotional categories so that they would be familiar and self-apparent to lay people rather than Italian music expression markings traditionally used by classical composers to specify the character of the music. The chosen emotional categories and related Italian expression markings [49] [50] [51] [52] are listed in Table 2 . We tried to include a well-balanced group of emotional categories, and these 10 categories are similar to the 8 adjective groups of Hevner [20] . Other researchers have also used some of these (or related) emotional categories [15, 24, 21] . Our previous research showed the statistical significance of these terms for comparing single instrument sounds [31, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
One advantage of using a categorical instead of a dimensional emotional model is that it allows faster decisionmaking by listening test subjects. However, these emotional categories can still be represented in a dimensional model, such as the Valence-Arousal model [25] . Their ratings according to the Affective Norms for English Words (ANEW) [53] are shown in Fig. 2 
Test Procedure
There were 26 subjects hired for the listening test, ranging in age from 19 to 24 with an average age of 20.8. All subjects were fluent in English. All subjects were undergraduate students at the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, where all courses are taught in English. All stated that they had no known hearing problems. Subjects did not have highly-trained ears (e.g., recording engineers, professional musicians, or music conservatory students) but were average attentive listeners.
The subjects were seated in a quiet room with 39 dB SPL background noise level. Residual noise was mostly due to computers and air conditioning. The noise level was further reduced with headphones. Sound signals were converted to analog with a Sound Blaster X-Fi Xtreme Audio sound card with 24-bit resolution with a sampling rate of 44,100 Hz and a 108 dB S/N ratio, and then presented through Sony MDR-7506 headphones. We felt that basic-level professional headphones were adequate in representing the piano sounds for this test as the sounds were readily distinguishable. A big advantage of the Sony MDR-7506 headphones is their relative comfort in a relatively long listening test such as this one, especially for subjects not used to tightfitting studio headphones. The loudness on all computers were calibrated manually so that the C4 forte sound sample sounded the same as judged by the authors.
The subjects were provided with an instruction sheet containing definitions of the 10 emotional categories from the Cambridge Academic Content Dictionary [54] . The dictionary definitions we used in our experiment are shown in Table 3 .
Every subject made pairwise comparisons on a computer among all the 24 combinations of pitches and dynamics for each emotional category. During each trial, subjects heard a pair of piano sounds of different pitches/dynamics and were prompted to choose the sound that represented the given emotional category more strongly. Each trial was a single paired comparison requiring minimal memory from the subjects. In other words, subjects did not need to remember all of the tones, just the two in each comparison. One big advantage of using paired comparisons of emotional categories is that it allows faster decision-making by the subjects. Paired comparison is also a simple decision and is easier than absolute rating. In the beginning of the test subjects were given one practice pair for each emotional category in which results were discarded. Fig. 3 shows a screenshot of the listening test interface. Each combination of two different pitch or dynamic was presented once for each emotional category, and the listening test totaled ( 24 2 ) combinations × 10 emotional categories = 2760 trials. For each emotional category, the overall trial presentation order was randomized (i.e., all the Happy comparisons were first in a random order, then all the Sad comparisons were second, and so on). However, the emotional categories were presented in order to avoid confusing and fatiguing the subjects. As with any listening test, there can be learning at the beginning and fatigue at the end. For this test, there were 10 test trials at the start of each emotional category that were not used in calculations to minimize the effect of learning.
The listening test took about 3 hours, with a short break of 5 minutes after every 30 minutes to help minimize listener fatigue and maintain consistency.
EXPERIMENT RESULTS
We obtained pairwise voting results from the subjects. The Bradley-Terry-Luce (BTL) model [55, 56] was then used to derive rankings based on the number of positive votes each sound received for each emotional category. For each emotional category, the BTL scale values for all the combinations of dynamic and pitch sum up to 1. The BTL value for each sound is the probability that listeners will choose that sound when considering a certain emotional category. For example, if all 24 combinations were judged equally happy, the BTL scale values would be 1/24 = 0.0417. Fig. 4 displays the Bradley-Terry-Luce (BTL) scale values of the sounds. The corresponding 95% confidence intervals are also shown for each sample.
For the emotional category Happy, Fig. 4 shows similar curves for the three dyanmic levels. There was a clear upward trend in pitch, with the exception of the highest pitches. The overall trend was an arching curve peaking at C6, with the lowest pitches least Happy. Contrastingly, the result for Sad shows wider differences between the dynamic levels. There were consistently sadder responses for soft notes. There was a general downward trend in pitch with the lowest pitch range the saddest.
The responses for Heroic and Angry were similar. The loud notes were most Heroic and Angry, with a downward trend in pitch. The biggest difference between Heroic and Angry was that Angry was strictly monotonic and Heroic was not.
The responses for Romantic, Calm, and Shy were basically similar. The soft notes were most Romantic, Calm, and Shy, with an upware trend in pitch. The difference between dynamic levels was large. Romantic decreased at the highest notes (C7 and C8).
For Comic Fig. 4 shows an arch with the peak at midrange pitch C5. The response was strongest for louder sounds. The response curve for Scary is an inverted arch, almost a mirror image of Comic. The lowest and highest pitches were scarier, a result that indirectly agrees with Krumhansl [45] who found that large variations in pitch resulted in significantly higher ratings for Fear. The differences between dynamic levels were not as large as in most other emotional categories.
For Mysterious there was an upward trend in pitch and relatively similar curves for the three dynamic levels.
For each emotional category, a two-way ANOVA without replication was performed on the continuous BTL scale values to test for the effects of pitch and dynamics. As a preliminary step, a Shapiro-Wilk test was performed to check whether the BTL data were normally distributed, and only Comic-C1 and Angry-mezzo were not normally distributed (see Tables 8 and 9 in the Appendix).
Also, since there is only one BTL value for each pitch-dynamic pair, the variance in each factor combination (i.e., pitch-dynamic pair) is zero. Since two pitchdynamic pairs were not normally distributed, we performed both parametric ANOVAs (i.e., two-way ANOVA without replication) and non-parametric tests (i.e., Friedman ANOVA by ranks). Table 4 shows the parametric and non-parametric results, which are in agreement. The effect of pitch was significant for all ten emotional categories at the p < 0.05 level, and the effect of dynamics was significant for nine of the ten emotional categories at the p < 0.05 level. The effect of dynamics was not significant for Happy.
Correlation with Acoustic Features
The continuous BTL scale values were then correlated with extracted acoustic features using linear Pearson correlation and partial correlation. The acoustic features we tested are listed in Table 5 . The feature values of the piano sounds are given in Tables 10 and 11 in the Appendix.
Since we previously found that correlation was stronger for non-sustaining instrument sounds when Relative weights of of harmonic groups [61] amplitude-weighted averages were used [4, 5] , all the spectral features in the current experiment were amplitude weighted. Amplitude weighting gives more weight to highamplitude parts of the sound such as the later attack and early decay, and de-emphasizes the noisy soft late decay. The exact weighting is the ratio of the current linear amplitude over the peak linear amplitude at any point. We also included pitch-and dynamic-related features.
Pearson correlation between the features and the BTL scale values for each emotional category are given in Table  6 . Perhaps not surprisingly, most of the features showed significant correlation with most of the emotional categories (see last column in Table 6 ) since changes in pitch and dynamics are accompanied by corresponding changes in timbre. In particular, both pitch (logarithm of fundamental frequency) and dynamics (peak RMS amplitude in dB) correlated with eight emotional categories. Seven of the emotional categories correlated with nearly all the features (see bottom row in Table 6 ). The three exceptions were: Comic, Scary, and Sad. It is easy to see why, since the arching shape of Comic, the bowl-like shape of Scary, and the somewhat oscillatory curves of Sad in Fig. 4 contrast with the monotonic (or near-monotonic) changes in the feature values in Tables 10 and 11 .
Partial correlation analysis was also done to study the effects of pitch and dynamics. Table 7 shows the correlation between emotional categories and features when the effects of pitch and dynamics were removed. Different from Table  6 , most of the remaining features only showed significant correlation with half or less of the emotional categories (see last column in Table 7 ). Attack slope was the only feature that increased in Table 7 compared to Table 6 . Only four of the emotional categories correlated with half or more of the features (see bottom row in Table 7 ). The biggest changes were for Heroic and Shy, which decreased from nearly all significant features in Table 6 to only one in Table 7 when the effects of pitch and dynamics were removed. This indicates Heroic and Shy were strongly affected by pitch and dynamics and less affected by temporal and spectral envelope features than other emotional categories. Conversely, Scary and Comic more than doubled in the number of significant features when the effects of pitch and dynamics were removed, revealing their relative sensitivity to temporal and spectral envelope features.
DISCUSSION
The main goal of our work was to determine how the emotional characteristics of piano sounds vary with pitch and dynamics. With respect to the original motivating questions of this paper, from Table 4 and Fig. 4 we can observe the following regarding pitch:
r All ten emotional categories were significantly affected by pitch. r Happy, Romantic, Calm, Mysterious, and Shy generally increased with pitch but sometimes decreased at the highest pitches. r Heroic, Angry, and Sad generally decreased with pitch, though with different slopes. r Comic was strongest in the mid-register and weaker in the highest and lowest registers. r Scary was strongest in the lowest and highest registers.
Regarding dynamics:
r Nine of the emotional categories were significantly affected by dynamics. r Heroic, Comic, Angry, and Scary were stronger for loud notes. r Romantic, Calm, Mysterious, Shy, and Sad were stronger for soft notes. r Surprisingly, Happy was not affected by dynamics. r Heroic, Romantic, Comic, Calm, Shy, Angry, and Sad showed consistently large changes with dynamics. r The medium dynamic level (mezzo) was nearly always in the middle among the three tested dynamic levels.
The results show that pitch generally had a similar effect on emotional categories with similar Valence. The highValence characteristics Happy, Romantic, Comic, and Calm had broadly similar shapes in Fig. 4 (mostly increasing, usually arching), while the low-Valence characteristics Angry and Sad were decreasing. Heroic however was an outlier, since it is high in Valence but with a downward pitch trend in Fig. 4 . Scary was another exception, showing a downward trend like Angry and Sad in the lowest register, but with an upward trend in the highest register. Heroic and Scary were also exceptions in the partial correlations in Tables 6 and 7, indicating different sentivities to temporal and spectral envelope features than other emotional categories.
Dynamics had a similar effect on most emotional categories with similar Arousal. The high-Arousal Table 7 Fig. 4 . These results suggest that they are distinctly different emotional characteristics. The same idea holds for Happy, Heroic, and Romantic.
The above results can give possible ideas to musicians in instrumentation, pianists in blending and balancing notes, and recording engineers in mixing recordings and live performances. Emotional characteristics can be manipulated in a recording, performance, or composition by emphasizing pitches and dynamics that are comparatively stronger in representing these characteristics. The results confirm some existing common practices for emotional emphasis (e.g., using loud and low piano chords for angry passages) and expose some less well-known ones such as the potential Comic character of the loud mid-range.
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